BUSINESS & IT PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION

VIRTUAL CLASSROOMS & E-LEARNING

TOGAF® 9 FOUNDATION
DELIVERY METHODS
AVAILABLE:
• Self-Paced e-Learning
• Recorded Classroom
• Virtual Classroom
• Focussed Coaching

Kickstart your path to TOGAF Certiﬁcation by taking a fully accredited online
training course for TOGAF® 9 Foundation. This course represents an
upgrade to our award-winning TOGAF 9 training material, reﬂecting the
TOGAF standard, Version 9.2. A downloadable PDF workbook included.
WHO IS THIS COURSE AIMED AT?

EXAM TYPE:
• Multiple choice
• FREE combined Pearson Vue
exam voucher
• Mock exams and quizzes

PREREQUISITES:
None

• Anyone who requires a basic
understanding of the TOGAF
standard, Version 9.2 at Foundation
level

• Module 5: The Concept of Building
Blocks

• Professionals who are working in
roles associated with an architecture
project and want to achieve a globally
recognized qualification

• Module 7: The Enterprise Continuum

• Architects who are looking to
contribute to or lead a team engaged
in activities related to Enterprise
Architecture
• Anyone wishing to take the first step
in gaining full TOGAF 9 Certification

LANGUAGE:
English

ACCREDITED BY:

TM

TOGAF ® 9

Accredited Training Course

WHAT WILL YOU LEARN?
This online training course, designed by
TOGAF experts and assessed and
accredited by The Open Group,
prepares the student with everything
they need to pass the TOGAF 9
Foundation (level 1) exam. It is therefore
ideal for any individual or team engaged
in or aspiring to Enterprise Architecture,
and wishing to become certified in the
TOGAF standard, Version 9.2 at the
Foundation level.

• Module 1: Introduction

IT4ITTM, ArchiMate® and TOGAF® are registered trademarks
of The Open Group.

• Module 6: The Key Deliverables of
the ADM Cycle

• Module 8: The Architecture
Repository
• The TOGAF Reference Models
• Architecture Governance and the
ADM

ACCREDITATION

The course consists of the following 10
modules:

© Copyright Good e-Learning, all rights reserved. This
e-Learning course is delivered by Good e-Learning. No part
of this publication may be reproduced, resold, stored in a
retrieval system, or distributed in any form or by any means,
without the prior permission of the copyright owner. Such
requests for permission may be submitted to:
marketing@goodelearning.com. Good e-Learning is a trading
name used by Educational Systems Ltd.

• Module 4: Architecture Views,
Viewpoints and Stakeholders

• Module 2: The Core Concepts of
TOGAF 9
• Module 3: The Architecture
Development Method (ADM)

This TOGAF course has been
approved, accredited, and awarded
by The Open Group, developers of
the TOGAF methodology.

IS THERE AN EXAM?
Yes. The exam is a closed book,
multiple choice exam consisting of 40
questions. The pass mark is 55% (22
questions out of 40) and there is a time
limit of 60 minutes to complete the
exam.
Included with the course is a free
voucher for the exam, which can be
taken at authorized Pearson Vue test
centers around the world.
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AWARENESS: THE TOGAF®
STANDARD
DELIVERY METHODS
AVAILABLE:
• Self-Paced e-Learning

EXAM TYPE:
• None
• Written exercises conclude
each module
• Certificate is awarded on
successful course
completion

PREREQUISITES:
None

LANGUAGE:
English

AWARDED BY:
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This awareness course is designed to equip you with all the need-to-know
knowledge about The Open Group’s TOGAF standard. Completing this online
course will leave you aware, conﬁdent and informed about what the TOGAF
standard is, its background, how it works and what it can do for you and your
organization.
WHO IS THIS COURSE AIMED AT?
• You should take this course if you are
in a role where you need to
understand TOGAF, its content,
context, activities and benefits, but
you do not need to be a certified
practitioner
• You have a group of sponsors,
decision- makers or stakeholders
that need to be aware of the value,
and benefits of Enterprise
Architecture and/or TOGAF
• You need to ‘sell’ TOGAF internally
within your organization
• You want to know more about the
TOGAF standard before committing
to the full Foundation training and
examination

WHAT WILL YOU LEARN?
The course is split into four modules
that each cover one of the main
areas. These are:
• Introduction – An introduction to key
terms and the reasons for using
TOGAF
• The Detail – More information on
models and frameworks used
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• The Benefits – What are the business
advantages of using the TOGAF
framework
• Benefits per stakeholder – more
specifically, the benefits for different
scenarios

WHAT IS AN AWARENESS
COURSE?
The purpose of the Awareness
course is to brief you (or other
decision-makers and stakeholders)
about the TOGAF standard to the
depth that you deem necessary.
Completing Module One (“An
Introduction”) will give you a good
grounding in what the TOGAF
standard is, and why it is important. It
will enable you to confidently discuss
the TOGAF standard and its content
with others, or brief other
participants or potential sponsors
about the importance and value of
such a framework to the business.
If more technical detail is required,
the student can then complete
Module Two (“The Detail”).
Module Three (“The Benefits”) offers
a much closer look at the potential
benefits of employing the TOGAF
standard.
In Module Four (“The Benefits per
Stakeholder”) you will have the
opportunity to further investigate the
activities and benefits of the
standard according to role.

IS THERE AN EXAM?
This course contains no formal
examination, although there are 4
quizzes distributed over the course to
help you retain knowledge and check
your understanding at key moments.

